The human immunoglobulin C mu-C delta locus: regulation of mu and delta RNA expression during B cell development.
Whether the immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy chain genes C mu and C delta are expressed singly or in combination, their transcripts undergo differentiation-specific alterations in membrane (M) versus secreted (S) forms as well as in abundance. To better understand this regulation, we have cloned cDNAs for human delta m and delta s to establish the 3' end of the C mu-C delta transcription unit. Steady state mRNA levels and transcription rates were then analyzed in normal and transformed human B cells representing different maturation and activation states. The ratio of micron/microsecond RNA and of delta m/delta s RNA correlated with developmental stage, with a higher ratio at earlier stages. Steady state ratios of total mu/delta RNA paralleled ratios of C mu/C delta nascent transcription, suggesting no major posttranscriptional control for differential expression. However, at all developmental stages, transcription termination occurred downstream of the micron exons, suggesting a strong posttranscriptional regulatory component for production of secreted versus membrane forms of mu RNA. The relative abundance of mature delta S RNA was considerably higher in the human than in the mouse, correlating with the increased levels of circulating IgD in the former species. Stimulation of human splenocytes with mitogens did not increase delta RNA; in fact, splenocytes activated with pokeweed mitogen were nearly devoid of delta RNA, and Staphylococcus aureus Cowan I caused only a minor change.